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Introduction. In [1] it was shown that every point transitive transformation

group (X, T) with compact Hausdorff phase space X could be represented as the

set of F-homomorphisms of si into <€=<€($T), the algebra of bounded functions

on T, for some F-subalgebra si of 'tf(ßT). In this context it seems natural to try

to obtain information about (X, T) by means of algebraic objects naturally attached

to si. One such is a group G(si) of F-homomorphisms of tf into ^ which leave the

elements of si elementwise fixed.

Let (X, T) and ( Y, T) be minimal sets with compact Hausdorff phase spaces,

let ( Y, T) be a homomorphic image of (X, T), and let si, 38 be algebras corre-

sponding to (X, T) and (Y, T) respectively. Then we may assume 38<^si, whence

G(si)<zG(3§). Even in this situation it may happen that SS^si and G(sf) = G(3^).

In order to prevent this one must place some further restrictions on the pair

[(X, T), ( Y, T)]. This leads to the notion of a group-like extension (see 7).

When F is a one-point space, then (X, T) is a group-like extension of ( Y, T)

if and only if (X, T) is distal (20). This leads to some results in [6].

Let (X, T) be a group-like extension of ( Y, T). Then it may happen that G(si)

is a normal subgroup of G(SS). When this occurs, (X, T) is called a group extension

of (Y, T). The reason for this nomenclature is that (X, T) is a group extension of

( Y, T) if and only if there exists a group of homeomorphisms H of X onto X such

that (77, X, T) is a bitransformation group [3] with (XjH, T) isomorphic to (Y, T).

When (X, T) is merely a group-like extension of ( Y, T) one can show (29)

that there exists a group extension (Z, T) of both ( Y, T) and (X, T). Let T7 act on

Z with (Z/T7, T) isomorphic to ( Y, T) and let F<= X be a fiber over some point of Y.

Then there exists an action of H on F such that ((Z x F)/T7, T) is the homomorphic

image of (X, T) under a homomorphism $ which is also one-one. Thus (X, T) is

"almost" the associated fiber space to the "principal" fiber space (Z, Y) with

fiber F. I write "almost" because in general <j> is not a homeomorphism. The case

when 4> is indeed a homeomorphism is a generalization of Furstenberg's theory of

isometric extensions [5].

Another natural algebraic approach is to start with a subgroup T7 of a group G

of automorphisms of some universal minimal set and to form si(H), the subset

of #(jSF) consisting of those functions left fixed by all the elements of 77. Then

s/(H) is a F-subalgebra of 'tf(ßT) which corresponds to a minimal set. Now
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H<^G(si(H)) and the question arises, when does H=G(si(H)). This leads to the

introduction of the r-topology on G and the solution: H=G(si(H)) if and only

if 77 is a T-closed subgroup of G.

In this paper group-like extensions are studied and the above characterizations

proved. The T-topology is defined on G and developed only so far as is necessary to

characterize the closed subgroups. In a subsequent paper a deeper study of this top-

ology will be made and a generalization of Furstenberg's theory obtained therefrom.

Notation. T will denote a discrete group, ßT its /3-compactification, and ^

the algebra of continuous real valued functions on ßT. For fe #, x e ßT, </, x>

will denote the image of x under/. Let/e (€, u,w e ßT. Then fu(wf) is that element

of ^ such that (fit, x> = </, ux) «wfi x> = </, xw» for xeßT. (Recall that ßT

has a natural semigroup structure making left multiplication continuous [1].)

Let si be a subalgebra of #. Then si is a T-subalgebra if jj/ is uniformly closed

and i/e si, (fe si, t e T). (T may be considered a subset of ßT so that tf is well

defined.) Let si be a F-subalgebra of #. Then an algebra homomorphism <j> of si

into ^ is a T-homomorphism if fatf) = tfa\f) (fes/, teT). The set of F-homo-

morphisms of .s/ into <£ will be denoted \s/\.

I shall make constant reference to [1]. However, the following points perhaps

should be made explicit.

1. Let (X, T) be a point transitive transformation group with compact phase

space X. Then there exists a F-subalgebra si of # and a natural action of Fon \si\

such that (X, T) is isomorphic to (\si\, T).

2. Let si be a F-subalgebra of fé", <£ e \si\. Then there exists ue ßT such that

<f>(f)=fu (fe si); u of course is in general not unique.

Let si be a F-subalgebra of c€. Then I will say that si possesses some recursive

property if the corresponding transformation group (\si\, T) possesses the property

in question. Thus si is minimal if (\si\,T) is minimal, etc.

My first task will be to determine the universal minimal F-subalgebras of (£.

For the remainder of the paper M will denote a fixed minimal subset of (ßT, T)

and / the set of idempotents of Af. (Recall that M is universal.)

1. Proposition. Let xeßT, si(x) = [f \ fx =/].

Then 1. si(x) is a T-subalgebra oftf.

2. If xej then si(x) is a universal minimal T-subalgebra of ft.

Proof. 1. Verify directly.

2. Let xej. Then the mapping Lx: ßT'-*■ M such that Lx( y)=xy (ye ßT) is a

homomorphism of ßT onto A7. The image of the induced F-homomorphism of

^(Af ) into # is just si(x). The proof is completed.

2. Lemma. Let ueJ,xeßT. Then there exists vejsuch that si(v) = si(u)x.

Proof. There exists vej with uxv = ux [2]. Let fesi(u). Then fxv=fuxv

=fux=fx, whence fx e si(v).
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Now let gesi(v). There exists ye M with yux=v. Then gyu=(gyu)uesi(u)

and gyux=gv=g.

3. Proposition. Let si be a universal minimal T-subalgebra of '€. Then there

exists v eJ such that si=si(v).

Proof. Since (M, T) and (\si\, T) are universal minimal sets, they are isomorphic.

This isomorphism yields a F-isomorphism <f> of si(u) onto si. There exists xeßT

such that </>if)=fx (fe si(u)). Hence si=si(ü)x=si(v) for some veJ.

4. Corollary. Let si be a T-subalgebra of <€. Then si is minimal if and only if

si <= si(u) for some uej.

Proof. If si<^si(u) with uej, then \si\ is the homomorphic image of \si(u)\.

Then \si\ is minimal [4].

Now suppose si is minimal. Then \si\ is the homomorphic image of |ja/(«/)|.

Hence there exists xeßT with six <= si(u). The mapping/"->/*; (fe si) of si onto

six is a surjective homomorphism. Since si is minimal it must be injective [1].

Hence there exists yeßT such that sixy=si. Then si=sixy<^si(u)y=si(v)

for some u e J.

5. Lemma. Leí si, ßS be minimal T-subalgebras of <€ with si^âS. Then there

exist p, ye M with sip<=si(y) and â8p<£si(y).

Proof. By Corollary 4 there exists u eJ with 3S<^si(u). Since si ï®, \si\ =£ \âê\

and therefore there exist p, qeßT such that fp =fq (fe si) and hp^hq for some

he US. Since «/»=/» and uq=q on ^, we may assume that p,qe M=u(ßT).

Let ye M with py=q. Then fpy=fq=fp (fesi) but hpy=hq=£hp. Thus

sip<=si(y) but ^/»c^Cy).

6. Proposition. Lei ^/, ^ ¿»e minimal T-subalgebras of ^ with si^3S. Then

either (i) i/We exista ce AT with q\si = identity and q\38±identity, or (ii) there

exist xeM, wej with six<=si(w) andâ8x<tsi(w).

Proof. Assume that (ii) does not hold, i.e. (xeM, wej) six<^si(w) implies

¿%x<^si(w).

Let /», y e M be as in Lemma 5, i.e. sip<^si(y)^>3Sp, and let y 67 with yv=y.

Then sip^si(y)cisi(v) implies that 3Sp^si(v). Thus we may assume pv=p.

Now let uej with âS<^si(ù). Set q=pr where pyr=u. Then fq=fpr=fpyr

—fief (fe si); i.e. q\si = identity.

Let AeJ with hp^hpy. I claim that hq^h. To see this let se M with ra—t»

and suppose hq=h. Then h=hu=hpyr, whence hs=hpyrs=hpyv=hpy. On the

other hand hs=hqs=hprs=hpv=hp. Thus the supposition /¡ç=/i leads to the

contradiction hp=hpy.

Let uej, si a minimal F-subalgebra of c€. Then by Corollary 4 there exists

w e J with s/<^si(w). This implies that siu<^si(w)u = si(u). Moreover, since si is

minimal, si is isomorphic to j^m. Thus from the point of view of isomorphism
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types of minimal F-subalgebras we may suppose that they are all contained in a

fixed universal algebra Jt = si(u), where m is a fixed element of F

However, Proposition 6 indicates that in order to distinguish between two such

algebras si and 38 with si<^38 we may have to go "outside" of Jt and see how

the various isomorphic copies of si and 38 are situated with respect to the other

universal algebras (si(w) \ wej). In order to distinguish between si and 38 having

reference only to Jt we must therefore assume that the isomorphic copies of si

and 38 are "nicely placed" with respect to the family (si(w) \ wej). This is the

reason for the following definition.

7. Definition. Let si, 38 be minimal F-subalgebras of # with si<^3û. Then

38 is a group-like extension of si (denoted 38>si) if (xe Af, wej) six<=-si(w)

implies 38x<=si(w); i.e. condition (ii) of Proposition 6 does not hold.

8. Notation. For the remainder of the paper u will denote a fixed element of F

Jt the universal minimal F-subalgebra si(u), and G = [p\p e M and pu=p]. Then

G is actually a subgroup of Af [2]. To emphasize this fact I shall often denote the

elements of G with lower case Greek letters; w will denote the identity of G.

(Note co=u.)

9. Proposition. Let si, 38, 3i be T-subalgebras of Jt with si^38<^S>. Then

(j)38>si implies 38p >sip(pe ßT), (ii) 3> > si if and only if Si >38 and 38 > si.

Proof, (i) Let xe Af, wej and sipx^si(w). We must show that 38px<^si(w).

Now upx e M, 38>si, and si(w)^sipx = siupx imply that si(w)=>38upx = 38px.

(ii) Let &>>si. Toshow 9)>38 and 38>si, letp,qeM,v, we/with sipcsi(v)

and 38q<^si(w). Then 9)>si implies that Qip<=-si(v) whence 38p^si(v) since

38<^3i. Thus 38>si. Moreover j/cj and 38q<=-si(w) imply that siq<=-si(w).

Hence 2q^si(w). Thus @i>38.

Now suppose 3)>38 and 38>si. Let peM, wej with sip<^si(w). Then

38>si implies that 38p<=-si(w) whence @¡p<^si(w) because 3i>3S. The proof is

completed.

10. Definition. Let si be a F-subalgebra of Jt. Then G(si) = [a\ae G, fa=f,

(fe si)]. Then it is immediate that G(si) is a subgroup of G.

11. Proposition. Let si, 2> be T-subalgebras of Jt with 3i>si, let S, & be

T-subalgebras of Jt with si^P and SU W^3>. Then ê^P if and only if G(F)

<=G(«f).

Proof. Clearly i^F implies that G(F)<^G(S).

Let 6(^)cG(^), Let 2 be the F-subalgebra of <€ generated by S u F. Then

££<^3¡ and Proposition 9 implies that %?>F. If F were not equal to J5? there

would exist q e M with q\F equal to the identity and q\ä? unequal to the identity

by 6 and 7. Since F<^££<^Jt, q=qu on ¿P. Hence there would exist aeG(F)

with a $ G(3T). This however is impossible because we have assumed G(F)<^G(S);

indeed a e G(F) implies a e G(S) whence a e G(¿¡f) by definition of 3?.
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12. Definition. Let A <=ßT, fe <£. Then fA will denote that element of <6 given

by if a, 0 = sup [{fa, r> | a e A] (t e T).

Let Ä'c G. Then the r-closure of K (denoted els, K) is the set [a \ a e G, fa ¿fKa>

(feJCj\. The topology (see Proposition 16) defined by this closure operator will

be referred to as the r-topology on G.

13. Lemma. Let K<=G. Then (tf)K = t(fK) (teT,feJf).

Proof. Let fe M, t, s e T. Then (tfa, s) = (fa, st}^ (fK, st} = (tfK, s} (aeK).

Hence (tf)K^tfK.

Also (tfa, s)^((tf)K, j> (aeK) implies that (fa,*/>£<*~\tf)K, st} whence

h ú t-\tf)K and tfKS (tf)K.

14. Lemma. Let L, K<=G. Then (i) K<=clszK, (ii) L^K implies clsxLcclst K,

(iii) els, .K=clst(clst A^).

Proof, (i) and (ii) are immediate,

(iii) A;<=clst K by (i). Hence els, 7£<=cls,(clst K) by (ii).

Set N=clszK. Then <fa,t}S<fKo>,t) (aeN, teT,feJT). Hence <fN,t)

è(fKoj, t> (teT,feJT>- Thus/,,^/^, whencefNw^fKoj2=fKw.

Let a e els, TV. Then/a ^fNoj =fKw (feJf). Hence a e els, K.

15. Lemma. Let K^G. Then K=clsxK if and only if given a$K there exists

feJt such that <JK, tu> < </, a>.

Proof. Let 7C=cls, K and suppose a £ K. Then there exists geJ( with ga%gKui.

Hence there exists t e F such that (tg, a> = <g, ar> = <ga, t}>(gKoj, t} = (tgK, tu>

= <(#)*> «>• Setf=tg. Then feJÏ and <JK, "><</, a).

Now suppose the condition of Lemma 15 to be satisfied. If a $ K then (fK, tu>

< if, <*> for some fe J(. Hence fa-$fKco and a $ els, 7C

16. Proposition. The map K -> clst K of SPG into SPG is a closure operator on G.

Proof. By 14 it suffices to show els, (Kx u A^^cls, Kx U els, K2 for two nonnull

subsets Kx and K2 of G.

Let aeG with a £ clsT TCj u clst K2. By 15 there exist f1, f2 e J( such that

<7l,, "»><</', <*> 0=L 2). By adding constant functions to the/' we may assume

that </\ a> = </2, a>. Since all the functions involved are continuous there exist

a neighborhood TV of tu and a real number ¿> such that </«-,, r><£><</', a>

(i e TV, i= 1, 2). Set <£, /»> = inf [</', /»> | i= 1, 2] 0» e ßT). Then geJ' since ̂ r

is a subalgebra of «\ Let ßeKxu K2. Then 0 £ Kt for i= 1 or 2. Hence <#8, r>

= <g,ßtyu<fl,ßO = <f%Oa<fki,0<b<<fi,ay = (g,ay (teN). Thus

<folUra, O é b < (g, a)       (teN).

Since gKluK2 is continuous and Fis dense in ßT,  (gKlUK2, «»><<£, a>; i.e.

(gKxuK2w, e)<(ga, e). Hence a £ cls, Kx u ÄV The proof is completed. (It will
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be shown in a subsequent paper that (G, t) is compact Tit that inversion is continu-

ous, and that multiplication is unilaterally continuous.)

17. Lemma. Let si be a T-subalgebra of Jt. Then G(si) is a closed subgroup of

(G, r).

Proof. Let a $ G(si). Then there exists fe si with fa =£f. Hence there exists

teT with </, f>7¿</a, f>, or <//, e}i=(tf, a}. Since (-f)esi, we may assume

<//, e} < <//, a>. Set g=tfe si. Then gw=g implies that (g, ai) < c[g, a). Moreover,

gß=g (ße G(si)) implies that gWJt>=g. Hence <#«.*„ «><<#, «>. The proof is

completed.

18. Proposition. Fer H be a closed subgroup of (G,r), si(H) = [f\feJt,

/«=/ (a e 77)]. Fnen ¿/(77) ¿s a T-subalgebra ofJt and G(si(H)) = H.

Proof. That si(H) is a F-subalgebra of Jt is immediate. It is also clear that

H^G(si(H)).

Now let a$H. Then there exists fe Jt with </«, cu> < </, «>.

Let ß e 77, í e F. Then </H/3, í> = </h, /3í> = </y, (80 (y e 77). Set y=8ß-1. Then

</Hß, f> = </8, i> (8 e 77). Consequently/«ß^/« (ß s 77).

Set g=fnoj. Then g=ga> impües that ge^. Also gß=fHß^fu (ß e 77); whence

gß=gßoj^fHoj=g (ßeH). Thus gß=g (ße77). Therefore g e si(H). But <g,e>

= </«<", <?> = </«, o>><</, «> = </üj, «>á</H, «> = </„, wa) = (fHw, «> = <g, c¡>;

whence g^g«. Thus a £ G(si(H)).

Proposition 18 shows that the mapping H-+si(H) is injective on closed sub-

groups of G and Proposition 11 shows that the mapping J1 -► G(áT) is also in-

jective when its domain is properly restricted. The above maps are indeed inverse

to one another when properly restricted. This restriction is necessitated because

of the limitations of Proposition 11.

19. Proposition. Let si and 2 be T-subalgebras of Jt with 3)>si and

@¡=si(G(!3)). Then there is a one-one correspondence between T-subalgebras a?

with si<^38<z2> and closed subgroups H of (G, t) with G(@)^H<=G(si). The

correspondence is given by 38 -> G(38), the inverse mapping being 77 -*■ s/(H).

Proof. Let J1 be a F-subalgebra with si<^3S<^2i. Then G(@)<=G(38) implies

that @^si(G(38))<=-si(G(2i))=2>. By Proposition 18 G(si(G(@))) = G(@). Hence

38=si(G(38)) by Proposition 11. The proof is completed.

I would now like to investigate the topological significance of group-like ex-

tensions. First I shall consider the case of group-like extensions of the algebra F

of constant functions. The transformation group |F| is of course the trivial one.

19. Lemma. Let si be a T-subalgebra of Jt. Then si>R if and only if fp=fpv

(fesi, vej,pe M).

Proof. Let si>R,fe si, v ej,p e M. Since Rp = R<^si(v), sip<= si(v); whence

fp=fpv.
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Conversely, assume fpv =fp (fesi, vej, peM). Then sipcsi(v) (peM,

veJ) whence si>R.

20. Proposition. Let si be a T-subalgebra of^f. Then si>R if and only if si

is distal.

Proof. Let 2 be the F-subalgebra of # generated by [sip \peM]. Then |^|

is the enveloping semigroup of \si\ [1] and si is distal if and only if 3) is minimal

[21-
Assume that si is distal, let fesi, veJ, pe M. Then 3) is minimal. Hence

there exists we 7 with &><=si(w) by 4. Then7/»tw=//»i; since fpv e S>. But vw=w

implies that fpv =fpw. Moreover, fpeSJ. Hence fp =fpw. Therefore fpv =fp,

whence si> R by 19.

Now assume si>R. Then by 19 sip<^si(ú)=J( (peM). Hence 3<^M.

Therefore 3 is minimal whence si is distal.

21. Proposition. Let si, SU be T-subalgebras of M, let si be distal and 3¡ the

T-subalgebra generated by si \J 38. Then 3>38.

Proof. Let p e M, w e J with 38p <= si(w). Set S=[f \ fe 2, fp e si(w)\. Then S

is a uniformly closed F-subalgebra of 3 which contains SB. It also contains si by

19 and 20. Hence 3)=S; i.e. 9p^si(w). The proof is completed.

22. Remarks. 1. Combining 19 and 20 one obtains that si is distal if and only

if fpv =fp (fesi, peM, veJ). This is the characterization of distal algebras

given in [6].

2. Proposition 21 gives a method of obtaining group-like extensions of a given

minimal algebra; just add distal functions to it.

3. Propositions 20 and 21 also show that the collection of distal functions forms

an algebra.

In [3] the notion of a bitransformation group was introduced; i.e. a triple

(77, X, T) where (77, X) and (X, T) are transformation groups with phase space

X and phase groups 77 and F respectively such that (hx)t=h(xt) (he H, xe X,

t e T). In this case F acts on the orbit space X\H— [Hx \ x e X] in a natural

manner. It will be shown that the transformation group ( Y, T) with ( Y, T) minimal

and Y compact F2, is of the form (X¡H, T), for some bitransformation group

(77, X, T) with (X, T) minimal and X compact F2, if and only if 38 > si and G(38)

is a normal subgroup of G(s/), where 38 corresponds to X and si to Y.

23. Lemma. Let si, 38 be T-subalgebras of J( with 38>si, let p, qe M with

p\si=q\si. Then there exists a e G(si) with ap=q on 38. If, moreover, p\3$=q\38,

then a e G(38).

Proof. Let veJ with pv =/». Then sip <= si(v), whence siq <= si(v). Since 38>si,

38p u 38q<^si(v). Thus q=qv on 38.

There exists re M with rp=qv. Set a = rueG. Then ap=qv and thus ap=qon 38.
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Let fe si. Then fap=fq=fp. Let pn = u>. Then fa=faoj=fapn=fpn=fw=f
i.e. a e G(si).

If p\38=q\38, then the above relations are true for (fe3S) proving that in this

case a e G(38).

24. Definition. Let si, 38 be F-subalgebras of Jt. Then 38 is a group extension

of si if 38> si and G(38) is a normal subgroup of G(si).

25. Lemma. Feí si, 38 be T-subalgebras of Jt with 38>si. Then 38 is a group

extension of si if and only if38a<^38(ae G(si)).

Proof. Assume 38 is a group extension of si. Let a e G(si), Si the subalgebra

of «? generated by ® u J1«.

Let/>eAf, re/ with sip<^si(v). Since aeG(s/), siap=sip<=-si(v); whence

%u 38ap<=si(v). Thus 2p<=si(v); i.e. 2>si. Consequently S)>38. If 2^38

there would exist ß e G(38), ß $ G(S). But this is impossible since ß e G(38) implies

that aßa~^eG(38) whence ßeG(38a) and therefore ßeG(S). Consequently

S'=38 and 38a^38.

Now suppose 38a c 38 (a e G(si)). Let ß e G(38), fe38,ae G(si). Then fae38

and thus faßa " » =/«<* "» =/; i.e. aß« "* 6 G(38).

26. Proposition. Let j/, 38 be F-subalgebras of Jt, let 38 > si and let S be

the subalgebra of # generated by [á?a | a e G(si)]. Then Si is a group extension

of ¿a/. (y4 fortiori S is a group extension of ^.)

Proof. Let peJt, vej with sip<^si(v). Then siap=sip^si(v) (aeG(s/)).

Since 38>si, 38ap<=-si(v) (aeG(si)). Hence 2p<=si(v), and therefore 2>si.

Clearly ^a <^2 (ae G(si)). The proof is completed by 25.

27. Proposition. Fe? .s/, 38 be T-subalgebras ofJt. Then 38 is a group extension

of si if and only if there exists a group of homeomorphisms 77 of \38\ onto \38\

such that (77, |^|, F) is a bitransformation group with (\38\¡H, T) isomorphic to

(\si\, T). Moreover, 77 is isomorphic to G(si)\G(38).

Proof. Let 38 be a group extension of si. Let a e G(si),p, q e Mv/ithp\38=q\38.

By 25 38a<^38, whence ap\38 = aq\38. Thus the map p -> ap of M onto Af induces

a map of |á?| onto \38\. This last is of course an automorphism of (|^|, T) onto

(\38\, T).
Now let a, ßeG(si) with ap\38 = ßp\38 (pe M). Then by 23 there exists

yeG(38) with ya=ß; i.e. ßa~1eG(38). Thus (G(si)\G(38), \38\,T) is a bitrans-

formation group.

Let tt: \38\ -> \si\ be the canonical map; i.e. tr(p)=p\si (p e \38\). Then by 23

■n(p)=Tt(q) if and only if ap=q on |^|; i.e. ■n~17r(p) = [ap \ \38\\ae G(s/)]. Thus

(\38\¡H, T) and (\st\, T) are isomorphic.

Now let us suppose that (77, X, T) is a bitransformation group such that (X, T)

is minimal, X is compact T2, and A'/77 is compact T2.
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Let <f>: M -*■ Xbe a homomorphism onto, and let w. X-> X/Hbe the canonical

map. Then <f>*: <€(X)-><e(M)=Jt and tt*: C(X¡H)->C(X) are injective. Let

J'=im <f>*, si=im <j>*TT*. Then 38^si and (\38\, T)^(X, T), (\si\, T)^(X/H, T).

For/e V(X) let/be that element of J( such that </, i> = </, faut)} = (f, fau)t)

(t e T). Then the above isomorphism of (X, T) onto (|á?|, F) is given by x-»-x

(x g X), where </x, r>-</, xr> (fe <$(X), t e T).

Let he H. Then/^/A (/e C(X)) is a F-homomorphism, where (fh, x> = </, Ax>

(x e A'). Thus A induces a F-homomorphism h of 38 into á?. (/i is in fact an iso-

morphism onto.)

Let peM, v eJ with sip<=si(v). Then p\s/=pv\si. Let x, .y e X with x=/>| J1,

j=/»f 138. Then x|.s/=j>|.s/. This means that x and y are on the same fiber over

X\H. Hence there exists A £ 77 with y=hx; whence y=h~x. Thus pv=h~p on 38;

whence h~p=pv=pvv=ñpv on 38. However, R is an automorphism of 38 onto 38;

thereforep=pv on 38. Then 38p<^si(v). This proves that 38>si.

Now let a £ G(si). Pick x, j £ X withx=a|38, y = u>\38. x\si=a\si=o>\si=y\si.

Hence x=Äy on J1; i.e. «¡J^A. But 38ñ<=^38. Thus J«cJ whence J1 is a group

extension of si by 25.

Let a £ G(si). Since a is a F-automorphism of 38 onto 38 it induces a homeo-

morphism a* on X which commutes with the action of T. Moreover, a e G(si)

implies that a*x £ ir~ 1ttx (x e X). Choose xeX. Then there exists he H such that

a*x=hx. Then a*(xt) = (a*x)t=(hx)t=h(xt) (t e T). Since cls(xF) = X, a*=h. The

map a -> a* is then a homomorphism of G(s/) into TT.

Let Ae77. Then there exists peßT with p\3B=h~. Since S&^Ji and 38h~^38,

p\38=pu\38. Set a=pu. Then a e G, a\38=h, whence a*=h. Since A is the identity

on si, a £ G(j^. Thus the map a ->- a* is onto. It is clear that the kernel of the

above map is just G(38). The proof is completed.

Proposition 25 states that given a minimal set ( Y, T) with Y compact F2 then the

only effective groups T7 which can occur in bitransformation groups (77, X, T)

with (X, T) minimal X compact F2 and (A"/77, F) isomorphic to ( Y, T) are homo-

morphic images of G(si) where si is the algebra corresponding to Y. Moreover,

the kernel of the aforementioned homomorphism must be a T-closed subgroup

of G(si). It is an open question whether given a r-closed normal subgroup K of

G(si) there is a group extension of ( Y, T) with group G(si)\K.

Let (77, X, T) be a bitransformation group, let (F, TT) be a transformation

group with phase space F and phase group 77. Then (77, XxF,T) is a bitrans-

formation group (where h(x,a) = (hx,ah~1), (x,a)t=(xt,a) (heH, xeX, aeF,

t e T)), and one can form the transformation group (X x F/77, F). This is essentially

what occurs in the case of a general group-like extension as the following propo-

sitions indicate.

28. Proposition. Let (77, X, T) be a bitransformation group with (X, T) minimal

such that X and X\H are compact Hausdorff, let ( Y, T) be a minimal set with com-

pact Hausdorff phase space Y, let fa. (X, T)^(Y, T), fa.(Y,T)-> (X¡H, T) be
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homomorphisms onto such that faj> = tt, the canonical map of X onto X\H, let

z0 £ XIH and F=<fi~ J(z0)c Y. Then there exist an action of H on F and a continuous

bijective homomorphism f of (Y, T) onto (XxFjH, T).

(Note: In general XxFjH is not Hausdorff so that/need not be a homeomor-

phism.)

Proof. Let si, 38, S be F-subalgebras of ^ corresponding to X\H, Y, X

respectively. Then we may assume that si<=-38<^2czJi. By 27, S is a group exten-

sion of si with 77= G(sf)\G(S). Again by 27, S is a group extension of 31 with

group K= G(38)\G(S). Thus we may identify K with a subgroup of 77, Y with the

space X\K= [Kx\x e X], F with the set [Fx/xe77x0] (where 77x0=z0), and <f>

and ifi with the canonical maps.

Now set (Kx)h=K(h~1x) (xeHx0, h e 77). Then (F, 77) is a transformation

group. Let f(Kx)=-n(x, Kx0) where 77: ZxF-> XxFjH is the canonical map.

To see that/is well defined let k e K, x e X. Then k e 77, k(x, Kx0)=(kx, (Fx0)A:_1)

= (kx, K(kx0)) = (kx, Kx0); i.e. r¡(kx, Kx0)=-q(x, Kx0).

Let f(Kx) =f(Ky) for some x, ye X. Then t7(x, Fx0)=77(.y, Fx0), whence there

exists he H with hx=y and K(hxo) = Kx0. Then nx0 £ Fx0; i.e. hx0=kx0 for some

keK. Since both n and k commute with the elements of F and cls(x0F) = Z,

h=k. Thus he K and Kx=Ky. Hence/is injective.

Let x e X, KaeF. Then there exists he H with hx0=a. Hence h(h~1x, Kx0)

= (x, Fnxo) = (x, Ka); i.e. 77(71 - *x, Fx0)=tj(x, Fa). Thus f(Kh " *x)=77^ " 1x, Kx0)

=r](x, Ka). Hence/is onto.

The continuity of/follows from that of g: X-+ XxF/H where g(x)=f(kx)

(x e X). The latter is continuous since it is the product of the continuous maps

x -» (x, Fx0) of X into Xx F and 77.

The fact that/((Fx)í)=/(Fx)í is immediate. The proof is completed.

The relevance of 28 is seen in the following proposition.

29. Proposition. Let si, 38 be T-subalgebras of Jt. Then 38>si if and only if

there exists a bitransformation group (77, X, T) with (X, T) minimal, X compact

Hausdorff and homomorphisms fa(X,T)^-(\38\,T), fa.(X¡H,T)-+(\si\,T)
where tf> is an isomorphism and i/tp = -m/>, where p and n are the canonical maps of

x onto X/H and \38\ onto \si\ respectively.

Proof. Let 38>si. Set S equal to the F-subalgebra of # generated by

[38a\ae G(si)]. Then (G(si)jG(S), \S\, T) is the required bitransformation group

and (f> may be taken to be the restriction map.

The converse follows from Proposition 27.
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